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This submission is in support of TNG Limited’s proposal to build a titano-
magnetite refinery on repurposed land at Middle Arm Darwin Harbour. It
is rare to find a company in the Australian mining industry which
voluntarily endeavours to modify mining & refining processes where it
improves environmental outcomes over industry norms. It is rarer still to
see technology developed in conjunction with the CSIRO be successfully
commercialized by an Australian company. In the case of TNG, METS In
Perth, the CSIRO & their engineering partner SMS Siemag, with this
refinery they will have managed to commercialize the TIVAN process
which promises to utilize more of the ore extracted than equivalent
extraction processes achieve, reduce water use & waste (tailings/water) as
a result. In the accompanying attachment the net inputs/outputs from
TNG’s proposed Darwin plant, one that value adds to Australian resources
within Australia, are compared against equivalent industry producers
where basic inputs/outputs are made available to the public. As the TIVAN
process produces Titanium Dioxide (TiO2), Vanadium Pentoxide (V2O5)
& Iron Ore (Fe2O3) from the same tonne of ore where industry norm is to
produce only one of each of these from mining/refining processes, 3
companies have been identified to benchmark the TIVAN refinery against.
TNG will produce 500ktpa of Fe2O3, 6,000tpa of V2O5 & 100,000tpa of
TiO2. As these other companies produce different quantities of the same
commodities, the inputs have been appropriately ratioed in order to
compare against TNG’s numbers. Noting that any errors in the
interpretation of this data are my own. A Future technology section has
also been included demonstrating TNG & SMS development pipeline
aimed at the decarbonisation of industrial processes. Having seen the result
of what the TIVAN process will achieve, there is reason to believe they



will continue to pursue these technologies including green hydrogen &
Direct Iron Reduction utilising Green Hydrogen to produce Steel. Having
put these key figures together it has become clear that this approach
demonstrates how Australian mining companies can in fact improve their
environmental footprint whilst still supplying the world with the
commodities it requires. This ESG approach coming from the mining
industry should be supported & encouraged.
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